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Introduction: Universal Credit (UC)

• Replaces 6 means-tested benefits/tax credits 
• UC not ‘universal’, but super means-tested benefit
• Combines support in & out of work, includes housing 
• Assessed and paid monthly, 1 payment
• Joint claims, paid to 1 account (chosen by couple)
• Taper on income from earnings each month through 

Real Time Information (from HMRC): 63% net income



• Invented in 2010; introduced in stages from 2013 onwards
• Full rollout by end 2023(?), to 6.5-7 million households
• ‘Natural’ migration, then ‘managed’ from 2019 (July pilot)
• Gains & losses: original plan to reduce poverty - then cuts
• Broad agreement with aims & principles (Millar & Bennett, 2017)

• But hardship / other issues led to range of planned changes
• Important to distinguish implementation/structural issues 



Background to (gender) analysis 
of Universal Credit and couples
1. Research: 30 low/moderate income couples (+ Sirin Sung), pre-UC
• About taking what goes on within couples into account when 

planning and implementing ‘welfare reform’
• ‘All in one pot’ common phrase for couples on means-tested benefits
• BUT beneath this: much more complex, established (gender) roles 

important; autonomy valued (especially by women) 
2. Briefings for policy debates & legislative process (2010-19) for WBG 
(latest: Work & Pensions Committee oral evidence, 2019)
3. UC research on couples: https://www.bath.ac.uk/projects/couples-balancing-work-
money-and-care-exploring-the-shifting-landscape-under-universal-credit/



Analysis of Universal Credit and couples

• UC is means-tested benefit (as with other benefits before) - SO
 benefit depends on other partner’s presence, resources, activities 
• UC is designed to be ‘like work’? – BUT
many (in couple) don’t have just 1 regular monthly salary for 2
• Joint benefit claim (as before, for some benefits) – SO
 little privacy
 joint responsibility (claiming, reporting, overpayments etc.)
may reflect inequalities within relationship?



• UC all paid in one single payment monthly by default – SO
 no labels of benefits or different paydays, making day to 

day budgeting (often by women) harder? (& life drearier?)
 both partners may not develop financial capability skills?
• Emphasis on paying bills and rent on monthly basis - SO
 pressure on more frequent purchases (often by women)?
• ‘Whole month approach’ to changes of circumstances – SO
 relationship of resources to needs may be more arbitrary 



• Government priority was combating worklessness – SO
 focus on ‘first earner’ in terms of providing incentives
• Incentives worsened for many ‘second earners’ - SO
 independent income may be less likely (& if you become 

lone parent, less likely to be in work if weren’t in couple)
• Emphasis on tackling ‘welfare dependency’ – SO
 not seen as policy priority to tackle economic dependence 

of one partner on other, but only dependence on state



• ‘Main/lead carer’: less demanding conditionality – BUT
 no recognition of parental role for other partner
 not allowed to swop roles often? (or share them at all)
 contradicts shared parenting message in other policies
• Conditionality extended to those with partners earning: 

more notice taken of partners out of labour market? - BUT
 conditionality status also depends on partner’s earnings    

(conditionality earnings threshold is also joint) (SSAC) 



• Single payment of UC to one account only - SO
 risky for newly established couples? less balanced for all?
 increasing risk of financial abuse (controlling behaviour)
 + dangerous for abuse victims (split payment as exception)
• Sole earner in couple may also receive UC payment – SO
 not balancing salary with benefits, for some couples, or
 giving some help to those with limited agency, for others
• DWP: nearly 60% UC payments to women? (doubtful data)



Conclusions

• Women’s desire for financial independence not going 
away - & degree of independence may be more 
secure foundation for healthy relationship

• But in low-income families, women are also often 
responsible for meeting children’s needs - & for 
interfacing with public services (school, council)

• If gender issues were taken into account more 
systematically, better decisions & everyone benefits



• When analysing benefits changes, need to look at 
impact on individuals over lifecycle, not just 
household snapshot at a point in time (as often)

• When implementing - or dealing with - benefits 
changes, take account of joint & separate interests

• This was not done for UC in design / implementation
• Fallout from this must now be dealt with


